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STRATEGICPLANNINGFORAUTOMATIONWITHINAN INFORMATIONSERVICESDEPARTMENT

Los

Today there is

Pat Cooper, ISD-4and Jim Hall, AADP-DO
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, N.M.

a“growing trend within organizations for departments to
beco-m “iS1ands of mechanizatlon”. Departments compete for machine and
personnel resources in order to develop individualistic, automated systems
which frequently overlap tn data content. Often, 1ittle thought is given
to Interfacing these systems with other, similar systems within the
organization. This lack of coordination and management results in duplication
of effort and poor resource allocation, and has caused many organizations to
take a second look at this piecemeal approach toward information systems
development.

To avoid this trend and prevent development of future “islands”, organizations
must emphasize management of in-house information systems. The reasons:
improving the economy of operations, meeting organizational objectives
more effectively, and controlling operations more efflclently, are readily
apparent. The method by which these goals can be realized is formal planning.

As with any other enterprise, planning for information systems becomes the
key to the present and future. The longer planning is delayed, the more
costly It will be to combine, modify and standardize existing subsystems
into an Integrated systems design. There are many different types of plans
which can be developed, e.g. short, medium and long-term plans. However,
long-term or strategic planning is the most important, as it determines an
organization’s major objectives. Once objectives have been defined, policies
and strategies can be developed for resource allocation to meet those
objectives. Action plans wI1l implement the strategies and make the objectives
become a reality.

Thi$ paper describes a plan for data processing support for the Information
Services Department at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. The plan is an
attempt to unify automation efforts within the Department and insure future
plannlng. The’paper describes the department’s organization, concerns which
leclto plan development, background research which went into the plan,
and finally, the plan itself Including major objectives, strategies, and
plans of action.
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STRATEGIC-PLANNING FOR AUTOFIATIONWITHIHAN lNFORMAT1014SERVICES DEPARTMENT

Pat Cooper, ISD-4 and Jlm Hall, AADP-CO
Los Almos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

The inform~tion sciences are becgming the automated sciences. Today, most . ‘- “
._ .....~o.l~tionsto .information.sclgnc~.problems,are dependent on auto~al~d -
-...“.-systems.n ~rticl.=-on’data processing pervade informatiom~ience j~rna~s’ ~“~-~,--,..,---~_p.-.
‘-=””%n+ti_=+~*diti9S-: =-~if~wt?ll~)f @dri,.:infotiattiR:3~t~~.htietil~--::.’-*-

.-..

into every aspect of organizational operation..

The movement of computational capabilit: into the organizational mainstream
..

created substantial problems.” Humerous projects of dubious value were “
begun based on optimistic estimates of automation’s benefits. Results
ranged from minor difficulties todisasters and required”management to”take
more realistic view of automation. NOW. IIIitnageMeIlt Of ?NItOIMitiOn IS SiMilar

to management of other.expensi~e resources,.and organizations emphasize
planning, analysis and control. Of these three, planning is the most
comprehensive, as it depends ~n analysis and provides a basis for control.

As WIth any other enterprise, planning for automation becomes the key to the
present and,future. Today; when information systems are multiplying rapidly,
departmental isolationism often creates automated systems which overlap in
data content and operation. The longer planning is delayed, the more costly
it becomes to combine, modify and standardize existing subsystems into an
integrated system design. There are many different types of plans which can

. be developed, e.g. short, medium and long~terinplans. However, long-termor
,‘. - strategic planning is the most important, as it determines an organization’s

major objectives. Once objectives have been defined, policies and strategies
can be developed for resource allocation to meet those objectives. Action

,. plans impalementthe strategies and make the objectives become a reality.
.

This paper is not a theoretical treatise on planning. Its intent is to
examine the planning process in a “real world” environment, and set forth
practices and principles important for successful planning of automated systems.

,... Thepaper describes a plan for data processing support of the Information
Services Departxnentat the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. It includes
a short description of the organizational environment, presents management
concwns which prompted formal planning, and describes the plan’s development
and implementation.

. . . . . -,. . ... . . .,,

RATIONALE FOR PLANNING

,.

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory .(LASL)is operated for the U.S~
Depar~entof Energy by the University of California. It was established
in 1934 as part of the World War II Manhattan Project and was instrumental
in developing the first nuclear fission bomb. Today LASL is a publicly

funded reseakch and development organization primarily known for fts
energy and weapons research programs. Laboratory research programs are
supported by several administrative departments wi~nin the organization,
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one Gf which is the Information Services Department. 1S0 consists of nine
. groups which.deliver a variety of services supporting Laboratory functions,

including-such diverse ”activitiesas public relatlons, library services,
cafeteria operations and mail processing (See Figure 1).

.
. Over the~p~st”severaly=~~~.data processing requirements,in ISD groups - ~

- have’resulted imdeve?opment”_of severai data-processing”systetisof varying- -
complexity and sophistication. . For example, a simple production control
system was developed several years ago for one 1S0 group, and recently iii~

.
inte rated computer/microfilm docunent retrieval system was developed for

idnot er. These systems are supported by the Administrative Automatic Data
Processing Department [AADP), which provides data processing support for all
Laboratory service organizations. This support role is broadly defined and
includes data entry as well as program development and maintenance. AADP’s
present orientation toward distributed computing has meant incr~ased
participation in intelligent terminal and minicomputer procurement for the
user community.

In the pasi, ISD systems were developed byAADP personnel working directly with
individuals ina single ISD group. Recently, however, several changes occurred
which caused ISD management to reassess the Depar~ent’s approach to data
processing. First, there has been a growing need for ISD’S services, placing
a greater demand on existing information systems, and producing several requests
for new systems. Second, new data processing technology presented some ISD
groups with potential solutions to existfllgproblems. Third, similarity of

.. data processing requimnents among -ISDgroups resulted in recognition of$ need--
for departmental coordination of information systems. Concurrently, AADP
management was viewing developments in ISD with some concern, as demands for
data processing services by individual ISD groups were increasing, andAADP
managanent was determined to avoid problems resulting from haphazard automation.

FORMULATING THE PLAN

Historically, information systems have been slow to reflect organizational
change or change caused by increased use. Additionally, technological
developments which might have greatly enhanced existing systems have gone
unrecognized, which often means mtsappllcation of machine and personnel
resources. Finally, there is a growing trend within organizations for
departments to become “Islands” of mechanization. Departments compet~ for
data processing resources in order to develop tndtvidualistic, automated
systems which frequently overlap in data content. Often little thought
is given to interfacing these systems with others similar systems within
the organization. This lack of coordination and management results in
duplication of effort and poor resource allocation.

As a result of recognizing these potential problems, AADP and ISDmanaganent
concluded a need existed for a more unified approach to data processing
within 1S!). Such an approach would con:,idercurrent and future data
processing requirements of all ISll groups, would require a comprehensive
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review of AADP support act+-ritiesin ISD, and would result .inredirection
‘of managtient attention to ionger term data processing goals. A basis for
this unified approach to data processing would be formal planning. Both
AADP and ISD management recognized that future allocation of data processing
resources within ISD wfthout a comprehensive definition of ISD requirements
might severely limit benefits of departmental automation. Formal planning
seemed to be an appropriate tool for determining ISD needs amd .schedlilimg
AADP resources. Major benefits of formal planning were expected to include:

. Task Definition - Definition of major data processing
tas!cswithin ISD during the next sever{llyears.

. .

. Resource Requirements - Definition of data processing
resources (hardware and personnel) required to support
1S0 tasks.

. Priority Assignment - Data processing priorities would .
be assigned by ISD department management.

. Implementation Plans - Balancing priorities, resources
available, and task requirements, action plans would
be developed for allocation of AADP resources to meet
MD data processing requirements.b

- ~ number of subsidary benefits were expected to accrue from the formal -
planning process, including: better communication, better management control
of software development, an improved framework for decision making, and a
reduction in errors.

The planning process would be carried out by a team of personnel—
one from AADP and two from ISD. Both ISD personnel had extensive
experience with design and development of data processing systems, and
the AADP representative had developed systems supporting ISD activities.
TWO initial responsibilities were faced. Ftrst, a planning model was
selected, and second, an extensive process of data collection was begun.

THE PLANNING tlODEL

Developmentof a planning strategy depends on

. Plmning is hierarchical.

. The planning process is iterative.

three basic principles:

. Planning decisions are management decisions.

3
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The planning team saw its role as one of collecting data, condensation of
data, .documentation,and.presentation rather than a role of “doinq” planning.
This distinction is subtle, but important, and will be clarified in the
following discussion of our planning model.

The hierarchical natur~ of the planning model used is shown in Figure 2.
Each level of plan development below the first is an elaboration and
specification of work previously dccomptished The intent is to begin with
a comprehensive statement of purpose r,ndnarrow it to action items through
a process of stepwise refinement. As stated above, an important characteristic
of this refinement process is that it is iterative. For example, each refinement
ofan objective into one or more strategies (see Figure 2) is followed by a
critical evaluation, which may, in turn, lead to a reformulation of the
original objective. Properly carried out, this process of iterative stepwise
refinement will result in focusing of plan content onto critical issues. A
questionthenari ses - How does one assure this process is properly carried out?

While there is no absolute certainty that the above process will result in
valid plans, p~anning staff can maximize the probability of planning success by
collecting data from line management, then condensing it and organizing it for
presentation to management for decisions. Planning decisions are management
decisions, and staff planning personnel such as the ISD-AADP team can only
provide management with data. Line management support and participation is a
necessity in any successful planning pro$ess.

THE PLANNING PROCESS

The planning team began the planning process by sending a memo to IS@
group leaders describing planning objectives and requesting interviews.
A list of interview questions was submitted with the memo to allo,’~
group personnel time to prepare for the interviews. Questions covered
these major topics: current data processing support; future data
processing support requirements; and potential data processing supper+
areas. Specific questions are presented below:

Current Data Processing Support - These questions were intended for
those groups currently supported by one or more data processing
systems.

- What areas in your group are currently automated?

- How long have these applications been automated?

- What modifications, if any, are needed by current systems
to maintain adequate support of your area?

- What modifications, if any, would improve support of your area?

- Are you obtaining expected benefits from automation?

4
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Ant~cipated Data Proc’Ssinq Requirements - This series of questions was
Intended to elicit infomtion about future data processing support
requirements alreaqy recognized by ISD personnel.

- Cm you give a general description of procedures to be autcmated?

what are the anticipated quantitative benefits (e.g. cost savings)?

What are the anticipated qualitative benefits (e.g. timeliness)
of automating these procedures?

- What is the anticipated time frame for automation of these
applications?

- Are procedures to be automated currently being done manually, not
being done at all, or now being done outside the group?

- Do you know of anyone else who has automated this application?
Ss their package or existing system senice one which may be
purchased?

Potential Areas for Data Processing Development - These questions were
~tended for ail ISDgrOups. Their purpose was to define areas which
might benefit from data processing support.

- What procedures in your group are most labor intensive?

- Are labor intensive areas staffed by clerical, technical or
professional personnel?

- What areas in your group would benefit from automation,
might benefit from automation, and definitely would not
benefit from automation?

- Would you be interested tnmore information on and exposure
to data processing concepts and facilities?

Since the stu@ was meant to provide an overview of ISD automation needs,
quantitative methods such as cost studies and time motion studies were not
employed. Also, this memo clearly stated the plan did not represent a
review of operations within ISD groups, and did not represent a review of
ISD personnel. Rather, the plan was an effort to define for 1S0 andAADP
management the data processing resources r~quired by ISL)over the next
several years.

Following approval of the introductory memo by AADP and ISD management, it
was sent to ISD group leaders, nnd the team made appointments with group
leaders anu their selected representatives for interviews. Using data
gathered from these interviews, the planning team compiled a report
containing descriptions of 23 existing and future data processing projects
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within 1S0. Project descriptions included a costibenefit rationale and an
estimate of resources required. Many projects were “analysfs” projects,
‘i.e. projects for which it was impossible to precisely quantify resources
required without further analysis. After project descriptions had been
compiled, they were reviewed with personnel interviewed, and any necessary
revisions were made. A second section of Lhis report included planning team
recommendations for [SD and AAOP management consideration. These
recommendations are described below.

PROJECTS AND PRIORITIES

Important reconunendationsmade by the planning team were (1) projects
be grouped in four priority levels, and (2) formal planning be made an
integral part of management of data processing in ISD. Assignment of
projects to priority groupings was recorinended to avoid sequential
assignment of a single priority to each of 23 projects. Instead, the
planning team recommended projects be grouped as follcws:

. Highest priority - projects currently in progress.

. Second priority - projects necessary, for continued operation
of [SD groups or projects with high cost/benefit ratios.

. Third priwit.y - projects with definite benefits for MD
but not requiring immediate actions.

. Fourth prioritY - projects whick needed more analysis to
define the benefits for ISD.

Within each priority grouping, the planning team recorrunendedthat priority
be assigned byAADP and 1S0 management by matching personnel ski;ls with
project requirements. ..

The final recornnendationof the planning team was the integration of formal
planning into management of dat~ processing within ISD. The expected
benefits of continued planning were:

Current ISD data processing projects would bewell-
● defined and scheduled.

. A mechanism would be creat~d for review and control of data
processing projects within ISD. The plan would precisely
define this control mechanism.

. A mechanism would be created foi.responding to new ISD
requirements by defining and scheduling new data
processing projects.

6
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Planning decisions would co~ltinueto be made by ISD and
“ AADP management. Their support staff would continue to

gather data and make recommendations.

This report was reviewed by AADP management, ISD department management,
and ISD group leaders. After extensive discussions with all personnel
involved, ISD and AADP management ~ccepted planning team recommendations
on future planning and project priority determination, and assigned
projects to priority groups. Additionally, ISD and AADP management
assigned individual project priorities within the first two project
groups, refining the work of the planning team. The planning team was
then assigned development of a formal plan.

PLAN DESCRIPT ION
.... . .-. . . .- . .

The plan in final form consisted of four sections, with each section
corresponding to one level of the planning model. The first section
described AADP and 1S0 concerns which led to formal planning of
automation efforts in ISD. Section two discussed three major
objectives to be achieved in fiscal 1978:,

. Complete all data processing projects in the
first two priority groups.

. Establish a reporting system to provide ISD and
lTADPmanagement with adequate data for making
priority and resource allocation decisions.

Insure a review of current plan effectiveness a-d
“ perform future planning.

Section three of this plan described general strategies to be folloxed
in achieving plan objectives defined in Section 2. In the ISD pl~nning
model, strategies describe how objectives are to be achieved. Obviously,
more than one strategy may be required to achieve an objective, and a
single strategy may support achievement of more than one objective. For
example, three strategies were developed to support achievement of the
first objective listed above:

. Allocation of Personnel - AADP will hire, transfer, or
otherwise allocate sufficient personnel to complete
projects defined in the first objective.

. Appointment of a Joint Data Processing Committee - A
joint committee of ISD and AADP personnel will be
appointed to facilitate AADP-DO and ISR-DO control
of data processing within ISD.
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. Project Review - Procedures supporting ISD-DO review
of data processing projects cn a timely basis will be
developed.

An example of a single strategy supporting more than one objective is the
second strategy listed above, the appointment of the Joint Committee.
Included among the conmittae’s responsibilities are qro,iect reviw,
scheduling and Future plarlning. “inis strategy supports achievement of
all three objectives, dnd illustrates a network relationship common
among objectives and strategies.

The relationship between strategies and action plans and strategies ard
objectives differs somewh~t. A single strategy miiyrequire several
action plans for achievement of an objective, but each action plan
supports only a single strategy. In practice, the relationship between
strategies and action plans is usually one-to-one. For example, a single
action plan was developed for implementing the first strategy listed in
the previous paragraph. The action plan schedules AADP and ISD
personnel on data processing projects defined in the first objective.
Similar action plans were developed for implementation of other
strategies, and were presented on Gantt charts.

The final version of the plan was a result of several iterations by
management personnel and planning staff~ The final document was
sent to all ISD and AADP management personnel in December 1977.

PLAN REVIEW

ISD and AADP have only a few months of operation under the data processir.g
plan, but enough experience has been accumulated to make a positive
assessment of fomal planning. While some errors were made during the
planning process, and there are definite limitations in the current plan,
the planning process has improved ISD and AAOp operations. The most
apparent benefits include:

. Regular, formal co~unlcation between ISD management
aridAAl)Pmanagement about data processing in ISD.

. Improved communications within ISD about data
processing activities.

Joint use of data processing systems by different
“ ISD groups, avoiding system duplication=
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. More efficient use of ISD personnel on ISD projects.

. An improved capability to assess the impact of change.

This last benefit has been the most significant, as data from the plan have
enabled AADP and 1S0 to recognize impllc~tions ~f change and avoid
potential problems. For example, AADP unexpectedly lost several personnel
in the first quarter of 1978, exacerbating an e~isting shortage of senior
personnel. Based on planning data, AADP and ISD have been able to
reschedule projects and adjust priorities with a clearer understanding of
the implications of such actions.

However, limitations as well as benefits have been revealed during the
last few months. The problems encountered have not been serious, but
have served to reinforce some basic planning principles. Probably the
most serious problem has been an unfulfilled conunitmentto further
plaming and better control. The planning team recommended an objective
of continued planning. While this objective was adopted, and strategies
and action plans were based on this objective, it has been the first
objective to be deferred as AADP staffing pressures have become acute.
This may be due in part to the adequacy of existing documentation for
short-term planning purposes, but it stil’1serves as a reminder that staff
time must be formally allocated to the planning process.

A second problem is the lackof contingency plans in the current ISD plan.
While much of the data necessary for making contingency plans was collected
as part of the planning process, formal contingency plans were not
developed. This has created problems in responding to some organizational
changes, as contingencies and policies have been defined only after
a change has occurred. ISD is better prepared than if no plan
existed, but not as well prepared as it could be.

A final problem is the short-term nature of the current plan, While
adequate for defining projects in 1978, one can see a need for a
longer term plan extending over :everal years. As with contingency
plans, much of the data for defining a long range plan was collected in
the planning process, but development of such a long term plan was
deferred,
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SUMMARY

The planning process recently cmpleted by ISD andAADP has resulted
in substantial benefits to both organizations. A review of the
planning process, its result, and plan operation emphasizes the
following:

. Planning is a 1ine management f:.lncciun. It :/:;!
be successful only to the extent that line management
is involved.

. The planning model should be hierarchical and the
planning process is iterative.

. Planning is a continuous function. Time must be
allocated to it on a regular basis.

Successful operation of an organization depends on planning, whether
formal or informal. Formal planning in lSD has provided a documented
rationale for allocation of resources t~ automation projects, has
provided a basis for intra- ai:~ interdepartmental communication, and
has provided basic data for dealing with change. ISD and AADP
agree that the investment of time and money necessary to convert informal
planning to formal planning has paid off.J
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Statement of Purpose

Objectivest i.e. What is to be done, and when

h w

Y
Strategies, I.e. Howare objectives to be accomplished

t)Action Plans - Descriptions of how strategies are to
be implemented

Figure 2. The Planning Model


